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Teachers’ CPD programme 

at Peterborough Museum or at your school 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Enrich your classroom practice and creativity through working with heritage education experts at either 
Peterborough Museum or at your school. Ideal as part of teacher training days, a valuable addition to a 

staff meeting or an ITT event. 
 

We strive to bring history alive and relevant through a varied and award-winning learning programme at 
Peterborough Museum, Flag Fen Archaeological Park and Longthorpe Tower. This programme now also includes 

CPD opportunities for primary teachers, ITT and Secondary History teachers. 
We aim to empower and inspire teachers, enhancing the learning of pupils with the history of their city, 

developing a sense of place and developing life-long skills. 
              

Story of Peterborough 
How good is your knowledge and understanding of the city you teach in? And the city that your pupils 
live in? Let us help. 
Our interactive CPD session will take you back millions of years, giving you a whistle stop tour through 
the ages of Peterborough with the help of some original objects from the museum collection.  

Aims of this CPD: 
o Develop teachers’ knowledge and understanding of Peterborough’s heritage and inspire teaching of local 

history. 
o Develop awareness of the value of handling historical objects as a teaching and learning tool. 
o Take ideas back to the classroom. 

 

Using objects to develop creativity across the curriculum 
Using objects from the Peterborough Museum’s collection as an example, there will be a carousel of 
ideas for using them to inspire learning across the age/ability range and curriculum. As a whole group 
we will be sharing good practice of using objects in learning. Enjoy lots of hands-on stuff!  
 Aims of this CPD: 

o Raise confidence using objects in different ways to stimulate curiosity, creativity and make connections. 
o Use objects more effectively to develop analytical, observation, communication and deeper thinking skills. 
o Take ideas back to the classroom. 

 

Making history real 
Our learning programme involves us dressing up a lot and taking on the role of a local historical 
character in order to make history feel more real to our learners. With simple costume and different 
characters, find out how role playing can be utilised in the classroom across the curriculum – for both 
teachers and learners! 

Aims of this CPD: 
o Feel more confident in using costume/role cards as an effective learning strategy. 
o Adapt ideas to suit different learners and curriculum needs. 
o Take ideas back to the classroom. 
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Interested in CPD or ITT opportunities but can’t see what you’re looking for? Please contact us. Our 
programme is forever growing and adapting; based on teachers’ needs, our collection and expertise. 
 

 Other information:  
 

Duration: The CPD sessions described above are up to 1 hour long. But can be adapted to suit. 

Cost: 
 

£200 per session, plus travel if delivered at your school. 
ITT events are delivered at Peterborough Museum at £10 per trainee or £90 whichever 
is greater. Refreshments included for sessions at Peterborough Museum. 

Booking information: 
 

To book, please contact us by phone or email. When the activities and date are agreed, 
a booking form is emailed to you. To confirm the visit we ask that you complete the 
booking form and email it back to us. 
Please note that availability is based on our capacity.   

Contact details: Carol Law (Education Manager) 01733 864 700 or email: carol.law@vivacity.org 

Testimonials: Participants in the Making History Real CPD workshop: 

‘I have now gained ideas about role play and using it in history and not just English.’  

‘It was good to have time to brainstorm ideas for role play in classroom based on 

current topic.’  

‘Loved seeing role play in action. The use of costume and objects were very engaging.’  

 

Participants in the using objects in the classroom CPD workshop: 

‘Working through the question sheet was thought provoking when looking at the 

artefacts and objects. Good to have the time to explore activities.’ 

‘I now have many ideas to grab the children’s attention – creativity and role play.’ 

‘Excellent bank of questions to use as a template for use in the classroom.’ 

 

Participants in the Story of Peterborough CPD workshop: 

‘A great session and learnt a great deal.’ 
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